Abstract-Finding user's interest and pushing related resources to user would be the best solution to aim the problem of "Information Overload" and "Lost in Internet". This paper designs a user interest model with multiple dimensions and multiple granularities, named UIM. In UIM, the interest concepts are kept by a hierarchical concept tree at different granularities, the history of interest are maintained with titled time window at multiple time granularities, and moreover current interest are discriminated from history ones by gradually fading the weights of interests. The results of simulations show that UIM is efficient to be maintained, can quickly extract users important interests in different time windows, and the correctness of finding user interest is prior to analogous methods.
INTRODUCTION
With the wide spread of the Web 2.0 applications, the resources in internet rapidly grow at an exponential speed, and the internet becomes one of the most important channels that people acquire information and knowledge. People enjoy the facilitation of internet, but also suffer the confusion of "information overload" and "lost in internet". It would be very helpful to proactively push the information to people who might be interested in by studying the interest of people [1] .
Recently, exploring users' interests [2] [3] [4] [5] and improving the performance of services for internet users have become one of the most popular topics among the text mining. Many methods and algorithms had been proposed by researchers to explore user interest. D. Godoy et al. [2] proposed a document clustering algorithm named WebDCC to incrementally unsupervised learn concept over Web document, and hence obtain user's interest model. R. W. White et al. [5] proposed a method to build user interest model by analyzing the context during the web activities, and based on which the short term interests can be predicted.
L. Li et al. [6] analyzed the reading history of users and present a news recommender system LOGO which integrates the long-term and short-term reading preferences of users. LOGO can help determine the news recommendation list to individual users. M.S. Reddy et [7] proposed a method to find the interest information by a process of frequent patterns extraction, and then the interests are distinguished by considering the categories of the items in a concept hierarchy. C.V. Pavan Kapanipathi et al. [8] proposed a structure named hierarchical interest graph to represent user interests and their hierarchical relationships, which is helpful to enhance the recommender system to personalize based on a varied level of conceptual abstractness.
The existing user interest models can be primarily divided into two classifications: static user model [2] and dynamic user model [6] [9] . The former can extract and represent user's basic information or behavior information by mining a static dataset, which is useful in personalized recommendation but cannot deal with the dynamicity of user interest over time. Compared to the former, a dynamic user model can capture the changed interests over time which can build more accurate profiles and be more useful when used with applications.
According to the implementation techniques are used to represent user interest, the user interest models can also be classified into four categories: traditional bag of words (BOW) based [10] , concepts based [8, 11] , tag based [12] and topic based [6, 9, 13] . Additionally, semantic enrichment process [11] [8] are also used to enhance the scope of the words used to represent user interests, and to provide a prediction for new interests of the user. The time fading mechanism [9] [6] are used to differentiate the weights of current interests from those of history ones.
In this literature, a user interest model at multiple dimensions and multiple granularities (shortly UIM) is present to dynamically maintain user's interests. The contributions of this work are as follows: (1) a meta-interest classification tree (shortly MIC-tree) is proposed to hierarchically categorize the concepts of user interests, which can provide multiple granularities of conceptual abstractness; (2) a time decay model is also present to distinguish the current interests from the history ones by gradually fading the weights of interests; (3) a titled time window is present to maintain the shifting process of any meta-interest in MICtree, and a fine time granularity is used to kept the weight in current time window and the coarse one is used to kept the weight in history time window; and (4) the user interests at any time window can be quickly mined from UIM, thus the shift tendency of any user interest can be easily captured.
II. ANALYSIS ON USER INTEREST
In order to clearly express our user interest model at multiple dimension and multiple angularities, we first present some definitions on user interest, and then discuss the multiple granularities time window model and time decay mechanism that is used to distinguish the history interests and the current ones.
A. Meta-interest
As user visits web resources, the process of web browsing will generate web logs. The interests of users can be learned by analyzing the logs, and normally described by a set of concepts. Among of all the concepts, some are important to express user's interest, but some are not. In order to clearly express user's interests and the interest concepts, we first present following definitions.
 Definition 1: (Meta-Interest) A concept extracted from user's logs and could be used to describe user interest is called a meta-interest of the user, denoted by MI. A meta-interest shows one respect of expectation on the information that user wants to obtain, so each meta-interest has its weight to indicate the degree of user's expectation. In a special time interval, many meta-interests can be extracted from user's logs, and the weight of each, denoted by W, can be calculated by the valid visiting time on the related web resource. Obviously, the value of W is bigger, the MI is more important for user, and vice versa.
 Definition 2: (Important Meta-Interest) Given a integer k(k >1) and a time interval, the top-k weight meta-interests are called the important metainterests in that time interval.  Definition 3: (Secondary Meta-Interest) Given a threshold δ(0<δ<<1) and a time interval, the metainterests whose weight are less than δ are called the secondary meta-interests in that time interval.  Definition 4: (Time-unit) When analyzing the interest of users, a time period T is assumed to be basic and indivisible, and T is called a time-unit. If the time-unit T is determined, the visiting history of user can be divided into multiple segments based on the uniform time period T . For each segment, a set of metainterests and their weights can be extracted by analyzing the log in the segment, and it is denoted by MIS. So, a list of meta-interest sets can be obtained by analyzing the whole log of a user, and denoted by MIS-List=MIS 1 ,MIS 2 ,…, MIS n , where MIS i is the meta-interest set of user in the i th time period, and MIS 1 is the oldest meta-interest set.
B. Time Window at Multiple Granularities
As has discussed in section above, for any a meta-interest of user, lots of counters are required to keep the weights of a long-term meta-interest. For example, as shown in Figure 1 , if the time-unit T is set to be 'day' and a uniform granularity time windows is used, 365 counters are needed to store the weights of a meta-interest in a year. It is rather costly for all meta-interests of all users especially those long-term ones.
For the case of efficiently keeping the history information of long-term meta-interests, without losing the correctness, a time window at multiple granularities is used. For flexibility, an granularity array of the time window D = {d 1 , d 2 ,…, d m } is defined, where m is the amount of granularities that used in the time window, d i is the number of counters for the level-i granularity, and i=1 means the finest time granularity.
As shown in Figure 1 -(b), if the time granularities of time window is defined by the granularity array D= {7, 4, 12}, and the time-unit T is set to be 'day'. Then seven time windows at level-1 granularity is used to keep the weights of meta-interest in the latest seven days. And every seven level-1 time windows will be merged into a level-2 time window. Analogously, four level-2 time windows will be merged into a level-3 time window, and so on. Obviously, only 7+4+12=23 counters can keep the weights of metainterest more than a year, which can greatly cut down the memory space. 
C. Time Decay Model
Similarly, people might gently forget his history interests and become interest on new things as time passes by. So it is essential to distinguish the weights of current interests from history interests. Next we will discuss a time decay mechanism to scaling down the weight of history interest.
 Definition 5: (Decayed weight) The weight of a meta-interest is faded by the time decay model is called its decayed weight, and denoted by � . Given a decay factor f (0<f<1), if the weight of a metainterest is W 1 at the first time-unit T 1 , then the decayed weight will be W 1 * f +W 2 at the next time-unit T 2 , where W 2 is the weight in second time-unit. Similarly, the decayed weight of the meta-interest at the time-unit T i can be calculated by the following equation.
D. Meta-interest Classification Tree
In a long-term time period, many meta-interests can be extracted by analyzing user web logs, and the subject areas of those meat-interests might be different. In order to clearly describe the inclusion relation between those meta-interests, referring to the concept-sememe tree of HowNet [14] and the concept hierarchy tree [15] , we present an improved hierarchical Meta-Interest Classification tree, simply named MIC-tree, to store the meta-interests of a user.
As shown in Figure 2 , in MIC-tree, each node has three fields: (1) node-name denotes a meta-interest, (2) childNum registers the number of total children of the node in a standard concept hierarchy tree, and (3) CurNum registers the number of child of the node in MIC-tree. For any node, its CurNum is initialized to be zero and its value increases 1 as a child is inserted, and the Childnum field can be obtained from a standard concept hierarchy tree. Obviously, a node in MIC-tree is more abstract than its descendant on topic. In this way, the topic of user interests at multiple topic granularities can be efficiently saved on a meta-interest classification tree. Figure 2 illustrates a MICtree on movie. Obviously, the meta-interest 'Action' expresses wider range topic that 'Military' or 'Adventure'.
 Definition 6: (Interest-similar sibling) For two or more nodes with same parent, the weight ratio of any two nodes is ζ, if |ζ−1|<γ(0<γ<1), then the siblings are called the interest-similar siblings.  Definition 7: (Interest-inimitable node) A node in a MIC-tree is called a interest-inimitable node if it satisfies the following two conditions:(1) it has no child and no interest-similar sibling; (2) it has children but the children are interest-similar siblings. As shown in Figure 2 , if 'Romantic' and 'Sarcastic' are significant meta-interests and interest-similar siblings, then the meta-interest at coarser granularity, 'Comedy', can be used to summarily express user's interest on 'Romantic' and 'Sarcastic'.
III. USER INTEREST MODEL AT MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS AND GRANULARITIES
In this section, we will present our user interest model, named UIM. For each user, his meta-interests are expressed by hierarchical meta-interest classification tree at multiple granularities, and for each meta-interest, its history is kept by the time window at multiple granularities.
A. Structure of UIM
As shown in Figure 3 , an UIM contains two parts: (1) a MIC-tree, and (2) a table of Time wIndow at muLtiple granulariTies, shortly named TILT-table, linked to each node in the tree. In the time window, each entry has three fields: (a) identifier of time window, (b) level of time granularity as discussed above, and (c) the decayed weight of the meta-interest in that time window.
Given a time-unit T, the user log can be divided into a series of data segments each labeled with the identifier of relevant time window. For each data segment, a set of metainterests can be extracted by the methods [7] . Then the meta-interests can be incrementally updated into MIC-tree of UIM as discussed next, simultaneously, the weight of each meta-interest is inserted into the TILT-Table linked to relevant node. If the number of level-1 time windows reaches its maximum, the process of merging TILT- Table in Section IV-C is conducted. Periodically, the algorithm in Section IV-D should be performed to cut down the size of UIM. Table of node 'Japanese'.
B. Incrementally Updating UIM
At the i th time-unit, a set of meta-interests, denoted MIS, and their weights can be obtained by analyzing the data segment in the time window T i . Then MIS and the weights can be maintained by UIM by incrementally updating UIM according to Algorithm 1.
As shown in line 3 of Algorithm 1, for any new metainterest MIS [j] in time window T i , we will first search a prepared concept hierarchical tree to find the node labeled MIS [j] . If not found, MIS[j] might be non-significant, or it might be new generated concept. For the latter, it could be correctly process after it is be inserted into the prepared concept hierarchical tree. If a node labeled MIS[j] is found, then the path from root to it in the tree can be obtained and denoted as PATH as shown in line 7. Then for each node denoted by Node in PATH, its weight is incrementally updated into MIC-tree by lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] According to the process of Algorithm 1, only the paths from root to those nodes which register the meta-interests of user in prepared concept hierarchy tree are copied to build the MIC-tree. Thus an MIC-tree is far smaller than the concept hierarchy tree. Additionally, the MIC-tree is always updated from root to leaves when Algorithm 1 is conducted. Obviously, it is easy to derive the following properties.
 Property 1: In an MIC-tree, the weight (or decayed weight) of any node is no less than the sum of its children's weights (or decayed weights). The correctness of Property 1 can be easily proved by the process of Algorithm 1. And then, two important properties can be derived from Property 1.
 Property 2: In an MIC-tree, if a node registers an important meta-interest, then all his ancestor must be important meta-interests too.  Property 3: In an MIC-tree, if a node registers a secondary meta-interest, then all his descendant must be secondary meta-interests too.
C. Merging TILT-table
At any time, if the number of time windows at any granularity reaches its maximum, the process of merge TILT-table will be conducted to merge some fine granularity time windows into a coarse time window using Algorithm 2. Sometime, the process of merging time window is always conducted from the finest granularity to coarse one, and merging the time windows at lower level granularity might cause that some time windows at higher level granularity should be merged too.
As shown in lines 3-4 of Algorithm 2, before merging the time windows at level-j granularity, we first get the identifiers of the oldest and latest time window at level-j granularity, which are respectively denoted as T s and T e . Then the times that time window at level-j granularity should be merged can be easily calculate by formula total=(T i −T s )/d j , where d j is the maximum number of time window at level-j granularity. If total is bigger than zero, then the process of merging time window should be conducted total times as shown in lines 6-10. When merging the window in level-j granularity at the l th time, the time windows from T s +(l−1)×d j to T s +l×d j will be merged into a time window in level-(j+1) granularity and identified with T s +(l−1)×d j . Secondly, the rows of T s +(l−1)×d j to T s +l×d j are removed from TILT-table and an entry about the merged time window is inserted into TILT-table at the correct position.
D. Pruning UIM
As more logs are processed, more meta-interests and their weights are updated into UIM, which makes the size of UIM continually increasing and difficult to maintain the model.
As has discussed in Section II, the user's interests might be shifted as time pass by. For a history meta-interest, its weight might be decayed gradually till it becomes a secondary one. Therefore, there will be more and more secondary meta-interests in an UIM. Additionally, lots of secondary meta-interests will also be inserted into UIM when analyzing web logs. Pruning the secondary metainterests from UIM could greatly cut down the size of user model but have negligible influence on the mining correctness.
At time T i , pruning UIM is the process of traversing MIC-tree starting from the root. When visiting any node in MIC-tree, firstly calculate the decayed weight of the node at time T i according to Equation 1 . If the decayed weight is less than δ(0<δ<1) then the subtree root at the node can be safely deleted according to Property 3.
IV. MINING TOP-K META-INTERESTS
In a recommender system, it is important to find the resource which match the most significant interests of user. Even though a pruning algorithm is conducted to delete the secondary meta-interests from UIM, there are still many meta-interests in the model. In this section, a simple method will be present to mine the top-k meta-interests from UIM.
Given a integer k(k > 0) and a observed time window TW, the top-k meta-interests can be mined from UIM by Algorithm 3. Initially, an array named buffer[m] is defined to keep the important meta-interests in UIM, where m is much bigger than k. Each element in buffer has three fields: MI, parentMI and DW, respectively denotes a meta-interest in UIM, its parent meta-interest and its decayed weight in time window TW. Then mining algorithm can be divided into three steps. As shown in lines 2-7, the first step is to traverse the UIM, and add all leaves into buffer. As shown in lines 8-18, the second step is to find the similar-interest brothers. If there exits similar-interest brothers, then replace them with their parent. After that, all meta-interests in buffer are Interest-inimitable node. Then, the top-k meta-interests can be easily obtained as shown in lines 19-20.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the experimental setup is firstly described, then the results of performance study are presented.
A. Experimental Setup
All of the experiments were performed on a PC with Intel I7-4500 CPU and 8GB of main memory running Windows 7. All programs were written in C++. About 8.9 million book reviews data [16] collected from Amazon.com during May 1996 to July 2014 were used in the experiments.
In the experiments, all meta-interests of users were obtained as preprocess was conducted, the cost of which was excluded from those of the experiments. The default value of decay factor is set to be 0.98 if there is no special declaration.
B. Performance and Comparison Results
Firstly, two sets of experiments are conducted to evaluate the correctness of UIM as decay factor f varies. In the experiments, the value of f varies from 0.965 to 0.99, then we analyze the recall of mining top-k (k=10) in the future time window of 10 and 30 days. As shown in Figure 4 , when the value of decay factor increases, the correctness on mining the future time window of 10 days decreases tardily, but that of 30 days is gracefully increasing. This is because the weight of an important metainterest will be fast decayed if a smaller f used, and then an important meta-interest might change to be a secondary one. That is also to say, it is helpful to mine long-term metainterests if smaller value of f is chosen.
Secondly, three sets of experiments are conducted to analyze the memory usage of UIM. For the purpose of comparison, we implements three user models: (a) UIM, the present model; (b) UIM-1, the UIM using single time granularity; and (c) UIM-2, the UIM without pruning process. In the experiments, the finest time granularity is set to be 'day', and the memory usage of three models as size of time window varies are shown in Figure 5 . Obviously, our UIM is prior to the other two models. As the size of time window increased, much more counters are necessary to keep the detail weight of any meta-interest for UIM-1, so its space is much costly compared to other two models. UIM-2 keeps all meta-interests including secondary ones, so its space will gracefully increase as more secondary metainterests are updated into the model as size of time window grows.
Thirdly, the correctness of UIM on mining top-k metainterests are analyzed as the size of time window varies. In the experiments, k is respectively set to be 10, 20 and 30. In the experiments, the data in one year are selected to build our interest model, and the data in following month are used to test the correctness of UIM. As shown in Figure 6 , when mining top-k meta-interests in the any sized time window, the recall of a bigger k is a little greater than that of a smaller one, but the tendency of precision is reversed. Similarly, the recall is increasing but precision is decreasing as the size of time window grows. If k is bigger, more meta-interests will be mined, which will be help to find steady and long term interests. Similarly, a big sized time window is focused when mining UIM, the recall will increase because a newly short-term interest might be outstanding in a short time window but unambitious in a long time window.
Lastly, three sets of experiments are conducted to compare the correctness of the proposed model and LOGO [6] and TimeFM-user [9] . In the experiments, the data in one year are similarly selected to build interest models, and the data in following month are used to test the correctness of three models. The recalls and precisions of three methods on mining top-k are analyzed, where k is set to be 10. As shown in Figure 7 and 8, the correctness of proposed model is the best on mining top-10 user interests. The main reason might be analyzed as follow. The TimeFM-user method can differentiated the weights of current and history interests by fading mechanism, however only the finally faded weights from the beginning can be obtained. When mining the interests in test data, the interests in training data cannot be excluded, which will the correctness of mining results. As for the LOGO method, a similar time decay mechanism is also used. Additionally, the groups of topics that user refers are regarded as long-term interests, and the preferred items in a group are regarded as short-term interests. Which is not accurate when finding the user interests. Compared to the other two methods, the proposed method accurately maintains the meta-interests with concept hierarchy tree and weights of meta-interests with titled time window. When mining the interests in a certain time window, the meta-interests and their weighs in the time window can be demarcated from others. Thus the correctness of mining results of the present methods is certainly the best among of the three methods.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a user interest model named UIM to incrementally maintain the meta-interests of user and their weights. UIM can incrementally maintain user's interests and their weights at multiple granularities. Experimental results show that UIM is efficient to solve the problem of "information overload" and "lost in Internet", and its correctness is prior to analogous methods.
